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The begin
The sanctum in a tin hut

Promoter
Shin Shiva Charitable Trust, India - www.ssctindia.org
Association Pan Terra, Switzerland, www.en.pan-terra.org

Region        in Sirasu,  20 km from Rishikesh, North India

Construction time Beginning 2012 – completion expected 2022

Project description
A temple comes into being in the Garhwal in the will of Mhadev
The temple, the universal Center for Free Peace, is being built in the
Garhwal on a land that has been prepared by the holy Ganga for millions
of years. Layer after layer, it has washed up stones, sand and wood. A
temple grows in the Garhwal in the will of Mahadev.

This temple is built from the mother rocks of the area. It raises out of the
ground and thus carries the stone beyond the ground. All parts of the
building are built according to creative laws. The whole temple contains
elements of the 2000 - 3000 year old culture of India, but there are also
some elements from Egypt and Sumer.

Many cosmic secrets are hidden in the different rooms of the temple, e.g.
the temple for the Nagas. Nagas, the cobras, which often feed on poisonous
snakes, are the symbol of Shiva even in the animal world and have a close
connection with humans.

A large part of the creative energy of the true essence I AM is rolled up in
the sacrum in rings like a resting cobra, the pelvic base of the human being,
waiting there for its reawakening. As this all-knowing energy - Kunda -
climbs up our spine, it helps man to transform all his negative elements
and poisons to free the essential evolution memory for man and earth.

This example of the Naga Temple may illustrate how intimately connected
and interwoven this Center of Peace is with man and nature and what
unimagined possibilities of healing, transformation and Free Peace are
created with this "sacred instrument".

Many friends from all over the world participate with all their skills and
professional expertise in the construction. Most of the work is done by
hand, which means, the hands coming from the heart, true work from the
heart is created.

Again and again this construction is a great challenge for everyone invol-
ved, because completely new and often unknown impulses flow into this
work.

The construction begins around
the sanctum

The construction 2014



Even during the construction phase, it is clear to see what a magnificent
work of art and what an almost indescribable place of power is being cre-
ated there in India for the whole world.

The temple "Gangeshvaralinga" is a place of genuine encounter with the
divine world.
This sanctuary is not created for a certain group of people, but for all
true pilgrims and spiritual disciples.

Once you have experienced the temple, you will never forget it again.

Why is this peace centre being established in India?
India is the only country in the world with an unbroken culture of 5000-
7000 years. It is of great importance for the entire development on this
earth that this culture is preserved and carried over into the coming
epoch.

Most people cannot see or understand this danger because humanity has
almost lost its relationship to the divine world in the last 300 years. But
now new unimaginable chances are coming for people. So it is especially
in this time indispensable to bring the completely new, globally important
divine impulses to earth now.

Since not only the old holy-land-of-God India is in need, but also the
whole earth, the help must be brought to the whole mankind! The holy
power of truth, wisdom and love is gathered in this temple construction.
From there it will radiate in all directions. It is time that strong and initia-
tive friends come together who understand what it is all about and how
this enterprise will bring a lot of help to all those involved and the rest of
us in the future.
This time demands the highest consciousness: Bhairava!

Achitectural history
The excavation of 30 x 50 metres and an average depth of 3.5 metres,
corresponding to 5250 m3, was carried out entirely by hand. The excava-
ted stones were crushed in a stone crusher and used to prepare concre-
te. Sand and stones were brought from the sandbank on the Ganga to
the construction site by horses. The remaining building material had to
be reloaded several times before it could be used. Cement (approx.
20'000 bags à 50kg = 1'000 tons), reinforcing iron (approx. 100 tons),
bricks etc. had to be carried from the road 250 meters to the Ganga
bank, transferred by boat and carried up 100 meters in height again.

The entire reinforcing iron had to be transported by human power, the
small Indian horses were used for the cement sacks and bricks.

CARBOMETUM® was added to all cementitious building materials in order
to not hinder the cosmic energy flow from us to the temple through the
concrete or plaster. This achieves a strong improvement in room quality
and supports the free flow of energy from the cosmos and the earth
(www.carbometum.ch).

For the natural stone walls, hand-made stones from the sandbank on the
Ganga were used. A stonemason (an old traditional profession) needs
about ½ - 1 hour to prepare a stone for installation. About 50'000 stones
are needed.

Surya temple tower

Tower of Mahadevas

Embedded into nature

Vimana

Parikrama - Mother Temple



Construction progress in 2019

● The pyramid roof of the main tower as well as the domes of the
Mother Temple and the Suria Tower are completely covered with
gold-coloured glass tiles. The white marble stones of the tower now
reach under the roof. White grouting will soon take place, then the
scaffolding will be dismantled and the tower will shine in all its beauty.

● The golden domes above the Abishek and Havante temples are
completed.

● The interior work is in full swing and is guarded as a secret. 36
columns in the large mother temple are covered with black granite
slabs. Wooden entrance gates are in order.

● The welcome area with welcome house and welcome shop is also in
the design phase. The entrance gate is under construction and the
exterior work on paths, walls and drains has begun.

● Another construction team is working on the bath house, which will
enable pilgrims to take a cleansing foot bath or full bath before
visiting the temple. The plastering of the Holy-Bath-building is
largely finished and now the walls are waiting for an interesting
colourful plaster by Italian plaster artists.

● The guard house is largely in the final phase. The rooms are fully
equipped. The observation hall is finished and tiled, from which the
guards will have the entire area in view.

● The pools of the bath house are ready concreted and will be tiled in
the next section in the coming weeks. The priest and bath temple
area as well as the dressing rooms are plastered.

● The 36 segments of the Vimana under the pyramid roof are moun-
ted and now the lightship under the Shiva tower pyramid roof shines
all around in full splendour. At many old Indian temples you can see
structures on the temple towers. These structures are called "Vima-
na" in the Vedic literature. The whole spectrum of meaning of the
word Vimana includes a lot of things and does not always refer to a
material object. E.g. vehicles of the gods, light ships, thrones or
palaces of the gods, air wagons, a man who has discarded all pride,
all egos and thus ascends to heaven with ease.
The Sanskrit word "Vimana vidya" means: "The science of building
and piloting airships".

● The interior of the Naga temple (temple for the cobras) is finished.

● Kailash bows (also called folded hands) on the north and south side
of the Shivaturmes are finished. In spring the colour design begins
with a very special colouring technique for the outside area. The
chapels symbolize the seats of the gods in the heights of the
Himalayas and serve at the same time the stabilization of the tower,
since the temple lies in an earthquake area.

● The impressive entrance gate to the temple is now completed.

● A large part of the temple area is now enclosed by a stone wall. Here
we are happy about further stone donations, so that the whole area
can be fenced in.

The Holy Bath

Exterior area

Guardhouse

Welcome-house, Welcome-Shop

Enclosure of the temple area



Donation remark

Stone for the natural wall – handcrafted piece € 2.—

Murti –Statue as from € 500.—

Coloured glass window – piece € 5000.—

Outer wall to enclose the site  € 40.000.-

2nd construction phase, partially started

Public toilets for the pilgrims        €     45‘000.-

Bath house for the bath before the temple visit  €    265‘000.-

Guardhouse for the security- and order personnel  €    245‘000.-

Welcome House            €      35‘000.-

Welcome Shop             €      35‘000.-

Sadhu house             €    142‘000.-

Assembly and teaching hall        €    550‘000.-

3rd construction phase

Priest house for temple priests       €     300‘000.-

Staff house            €     300‘000.-

5 guest houses           €     250‘000.-

Medical center            €     300‘000.-

Land purchase           €     300‘000.-

Account for donation
Pan Terra

„Hilfswerk Indien“
Remark: Name of project

St. Galler Kantonalbank, St. Margrethen
Bank code: 78162

Account number: 6206.4866.2003
IBAN: CH25 0078 1620 6486 6200 3

BIC: KBSGCH22
Thank you very much.

for the support
in this world project

Golden mosaic roof with OM

Kailash - the houses of God

Shiva Tower with Vimana

A handmade natural stone wall
surrounds the temple
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